
Home Planet:
Indiana Jones
Earth

Han Solo
Corellia

Winner: Well Iʼve never been to Corellia so I canʼt judge it, for all I know 
it could be as exciting as Delaware. Point goes to Indy, Iʼve been to Earth 
before.

Education:
Indiana Jones
PHD

Han Solo
Discharged from 
the Imperial 
Academy.

Winner: Education is the key to a bright future, but Indianaʼs always seemed 
to get him in to trouble. Han may have been kicked out of school but he 
became a general and helped topple an evil empire. Point goes to Han.

Weapon of choice:
Indiana Jones
Bull whip and revolver

Han Solo
Heavy Blaster 
Pistol

Winner: Anyone can go to their local gun shop and pick up a good old 
fashioned pistol and a bull whip, but a heavy blaster pistol? Come on, who 
hasnʼt wanted a heavy blaster pistol? Point Han.

Career:
Indiana Jones
College professor and archeologist

Han Solo
Smuggler and eventually he became General.

Winner: Being a smuggler and a general is fine and dandy, but being a 
professor with tons of groupies is something else. Point Indiana Jones.

Enemies:
Indiana Jones
Nazis and pagans.

Han Solo
Jabba the Hut

Winner: Enemies are enemies. Hitler was evil Jabba the Hut was just nasty 
to look at. Tie.

Sidekicks:
Indiana Jones
Marcus Brody and Sallah

Han Solo
Chewbacca

Winner: Han Solo kicks it with a wookie, nuff said. Point Han.

Love life:
Indiana Jones
Marion Ravewood, Dr. Elsa Schneider, Wilhelmina ‘Willie’ Scott and 
although they never showed it in the movies you know Indy was dating 
some of those hot little students that were so in love with him.

Han Solo
Princess Leia

Winner: Now this is a tricky one. Indy 
did sleep with Dr. Schneider weeks 
after his father did in The Last Crusade, 
but Han’s situation is even a little more pathetic than that. Han did end 
up with Princess Leia, but for the first two movies she had a crush on her 
brother. Once she realized she was related to her prince charming she was 
all Han’s, but this situation would even make Freud blush. Point Indy.

Spoofs:
Indiana Jones
Weird Al in UHF.

Han Solo
Spaceballs

Winner: “We ain’t found shit.” Point Spaceballs.

Video games and merchandise:
Indiana Jones
17 video games. Official coat and hat available.

Han Solo
Han has no video games dedicated strictly to him but he is in several games. 
Han has countless action figures made in his likeness. 

Winner: Well personally I hate video crack so Iʼm not impressed by 17 
video games; but Indy also has a pinball machine. Both of them have a 
number of action figures, but as a kid I had a bunch of Han Solos. Point 
Han.

Although Han Solo was never a main character in his trilogy, he was by far 
one of the best characters. Indy was pretty clever, quite knowledgeable, and 
he did have his way with the ladies, but in the end it just comes down to the 
fact that Han Solo is the bigger bad ass. Winner: Han Solo.


